“Kingdom Dreams, Violent Realities: Reflections on Gun Violence from Micah 4:1-4” Resource Review

By Bill Steward

Bill Mefford, then Director of Civil and Human Rights at the UMC General Board of Church and Society, created this 3-session Bible study. Since its publication in 2014, it has become more relevant.

I recommend “Kingdom Dreams” as a Lenten study this year for small groups in any UM congregation. It will provide a break for your people from yet another Adam Hamilton video-based Bible study and the expenses entailed therein. I also like the 3-session format, giving busy pastors and congregants an alternative to meeting six weeks during a busy time of year. If you find you want to go longer, there is plenty of discussion material to keep going.

Each of the sessions contains a BIBLICAL COMMENTARY, a CONTEXTUAL REFLECTION that relates the passage to today’s issues, a NARRATIVE (first person reflection) and QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS.

The NARRATIVES spark emotional response and help participants relate to the personal issues that sometimes get lost whenever statistics become numbing. The three narratives in “Kingdom Dreams” include testimony by:

- “Ismael Beah,” a boy who grew up in Sierra Leone, was kidnapped, drugged, brainwashed and forced to fight in the civil war during the 1990s. He tells of the brutality suffered by many children—who are valuable soldiers because of the proliferation of sophisticated small arms children can use effectively. (The UN Arms Trade Treaty meant to stop international small arms trade has been signed by 118 nations, ratified by 31, and stonewalled by guess who?);

- a son whose mother was the victim of debilitating domestic violence; and

- UM pastor Michelle Reed, Wichita, KS, advocate with Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America.

Download a PDF of the study from mfsaiowa.org. It’s linked on the SQB page:


Bill Steward’s email: whsteward@mediacombb.net

A Modern Creation Myth

By Dick Clark

Keynote Speaker at April 2 MFSA Iowa Gathering

In the beginning, when Creation was about to begin, there was nothing but chaos, swirling masses of energy: earth, wind, and fire. There was a formless void and darkness everywhere. Then somewhere around 14 billion years ago there was an explosion, something like a big bang, and the chaos began to take on an orderliness. The explosion created suns and stars and there was light.

Over billions of years there emerged solar systems with planets orbiting around suns, and there emerged universes, and galaxies. The original chaos was being transformed into an ordered creation.

Then on one planet in one particular solar system, the conditions were right for the emergence of life. The temperature of the planet was just right, there was an abundance of water, there was life-giving oxygen, the earth’s soil was rich and verdant. So over billions of years, life began, first in very primitive forms which evolved into higher forms which evolved yet again and again. We’re talking about Mother Earth, our Mother Earth.

Then somewhere around two and a half million years ago there emerged earth creatures, something akin to human beings. We were still evolving, developing larger brains with higher functioning and more intelligence. At first the earth creatures knew their place. They knew they had come from Mother Earth and they knew instinctively that she would continue to keep them alive and healthy if she remained alive and healthy.

There came a time, however, when Mother Earth began to get sick. She began to have a fever; her temperature was going up. It took a long time, but finally the earth creatures began to notice Mother Earth’s illness. The earth creatures used what they had learned from science over many years to diagnose Mother Earth’s sickness. The earth creatures were shocked at their findings. They discovered that they were the cause of Mother Earth’s illness. They discovered that if they kept on living the way they were, that Mother Earth would die, and they would die with her. But they also discovered that it was not too late to save Mother Earth if they were willing to make some huge changes in the way they lived.
How You Can Build a Better Peace
By Colleen McRoberts

1. Quit watching the news.
Whether you get your news online, from the TV, out of a local newspaper or via NPR on your commute, just turn it off. If you can’t quit cold turkey, limit exposure.

2. Pay attention to your metaphors.
Phrases such as “hit the spot,” “on target,” and “aim high” are extremely common. Simply notice how many of these you hear. Intentionally choose away from them in your own speech.

3. Speak up for the humanness of people.
Speak up for the humanness of groups and the humanness behind actions when others refer to them as evil. When the rhetoric is high on your Facebook feed, simply remind folks of their shared humanity with the Democrats or Anglicans who drive them crazy.

4. Pray for someone you actually don’t like.
No one has to know you are doing it. It can be just between you and Divinity. In whatever way it is meaningful, pray for a person who simply rubs you the wrong way.

5. Volunteer.
• Volunteer as victim advocate for the court system or with your local newspaper or via NPR on your commute. Find out what it would take to be a Stephen Minister for the Church. Provide ongoing assistance for a family with a member in prison.

What are some of the topics which seem to divide people around you? Find a movie or a book which addresses those topics and lead a discussion group. The United Methodist Church provides many materials to help people lead these kinds of groups:
Selma Immigration or The Invisible War (website PDF for links)

7. Form an intervention group.
Gather a group of other peacemakers. Get trained in intervention. Not sure where to start? Look into Soulforce, the Lombard Mennonite Peace Center or contact Alan Feirer at Group Dynamic

8. Join a singing group.